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The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation is used to map simply

connected polygons onto the upper half plane and can be applied to

problems in which the validity of Laplace's equation is assumed.

However the direct integration of the resulting complex integral is

often not possible and some approximate method must be used.

By applying real numerical integration jointly on the real and

imaginary parts of the complex integral, this thesis extends the prin-

ciples and formulas of real numerical integration to include complex

analytic functions with a finite number of singularities. This exten-

sion includes a theorem on the integral path of least error and a dis-

cussion of error cancellation along paths which have an accumulated

directional change of more than ninety degrees.

The principles of complex numerical integration are then

shown to be applicable to problems of potential flow which require a
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Schwarz-Christoffel mapping. A method of computing the fixed points

of the transformation is presented with a procedure for determining

the value of the integral when the integrand becomes infinite.

This thesis also contains a generalization of the Schwarz-

Ch ristoffel transformation to include curved corners along with the

formula for the radius of curvature of these corners.

Computational examples of the various transformations are

shown in the form of streamline plots of potential flow over irregular

boundaries with velocity components at selected points.
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PREFACE

The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, which occurs in the

conformal mapping of a simple polygon onto the upper half plane,

involves the integration of a complex function. For certain simple

cases this integration may be carried out directly and the solution

found. However, for the general case the definite integral is not

known, and the solution must be approximated by numerical means.

One method of approximating this solution is to extend the principles

of numerical integration of real functions to those of numerical inte-

gration of complex functions. This can be done by separating the

complex function into its real and imaginary parts, and then applying

numerical integration jointly on both parts.

Thus,this thesis will not be concerned with establishing new

principles of numerical integration for complex functions, but rather

will use the established methods of real numerical integration and

extend these methods to the complex case.



SOME COMPLEX NUMERICAL INTEGRATIONS OF THE
SCHWARZ -CHRISTOFFEL TRANSFORMATION AND

APPLICATION TO POTENTIAL FLOW

CHAPTER 1

COMPLEX NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

The Real Integral

The definite Riemann integral Sf(x)dx of a function f(x)

over the interval (a, b) may be defined in the following form

(4, p. 21):

Let h> 0 and let the interval (a, b) be divided into n

subintervals Ax. = x. - x.
1

(j = 0, 1, each of length less
3 3 3-

than h.

Let 3c:4 be any value of x in the subinterval Ax. .

3

Then

f(x)dx = lim f(x)? ),Lx.
a 0 )

= 1

if the limit exists.

The existence of the limit in (1) can be established if f(x) is

( 1)

continuous for a < x < b. Since this thesis will be concerned only

with continuous functions containing a finite number of discontinuities,



Therefore it is exact for all linear functions. Simpson's Rule

2

and since the interval of integration (a, b) will never contain any of

these discontinuities, the function f(x) in this thesis may be as-

sumed to be continuous.

If the limit process is not carried out, but some particular

sum is evaluated, the integral will be approximated by this sum to an

accuracy determined by the number n of subintervals and the choice

of x:*. Further, from the Law of the Mean for integrals of continuous

functions (4, p. 22), it is evident that for a proper choice of x in

each subinterval this finite sum will exactly equal the integral. Prac-

tically, however, determination of x presents insurmountable dif-

ficulties, and instead, numerical integration formulas attempt to ap-

proximate f(x?:() by setting

, x(.rri)3f(30? = F [x(.1), x(.2)
3

where x(k) (k = 1, 2, m) is a point in the h.t subinterval.

(k)Usually the function F is linear in the x. . Thus xv itself
3

may not be computed but it can be assumed to exist and can be used

for theoretical discussion.

For example, the trapezoid rule approximates f(x) by a

linear function

f(30 ) = [f(x +) f(x)]/2 .j-1 .



approximates f(x) by a quadratic function, thus

x. ,+x.
f(x214) = {f(x. )+44 f

2
(x.)}/ 6.

Simpson's Rule, then, is exact if f(x) is any function of second

degree. (In fact, Simpson's Rule is exact if f(x) is a polynomial

of degree three).

Methods for determining f(x) exist for arbitrary poly-

nomials. However, for the purposes of this thesis no formula of

higher order than Simpson's Rule will be used due to computational

time limitations.

The contribution of the term f(10) Ax. to the error can be

written. Assume that the points x(.k) divide the subinterval Ax.

into (m-1) segments of uniform length, h. Then for the corn-

mon types of numerical integration, the error will be

x.

(2 )E f(x)dx F[x(1) ° ,x(. m)] =
3

Kfn+ 1 (x, )hn+ 2,

where n = m or m-1, the order of the integration, K is some

constant, and fn+1(x' ) is the (n+l)st derivative of f(x)

some x' within the subinterval.

The integration of a real function of a real variable can also

be visualized as the determination of an area lying between a curve

3



and the x axis, and truncated by lines at x = a and x =b. The

x axis serves as a base line, the value of the function serves as an

ordinate, and the integral is evaluated over the path of the real axis

by the summation process of (I).

The Complex Integral

However, in the complex domain the geometry becomes less

evident. The analogous process still holds, but now the base line is

some curve in the complex plane, and along this curve the value of

the complex function serves as an ordinate. It can be thought of as a

four dimensionalgeometry-: the base line of integration is represented

in the complex Z plane, and at each point along this line another

complex plane is superimposed to represent values of the integrand.

However, the summation process works in the same manner.

s1-1The f(z)dz , where AB is some contour starting at A

4

AB

and ending at B, may be defined in the following form (4, p. 506;
17, p. 128):

Let f(z) = u+ iv where u= f(x, y) and v =g(x, y) are continu-

ous real valued functions of x and y.

Let the path AB be divided into n arc s

z0z1, z1z2, zn_ izn where z. z. is the arc from
1 It will be assumed that AB is a piecewise smooth curve in the
Z plane (4, p. 505).



z. = x. + iy. to z. = x. + iy. with I z. z.I < h and h> 0.
3-1 3-1 3-1 3 3 3 3-1

Further, let Az. = Ax. + iAy. z.-z. and f(z)=10+iv).:'
3 3 3 3-1 3 3 3

where z is some value of z in the interval Az..
3 3

Then

f(z)dz = lirn f(z ).;=) Az = urn (u+ iv)( x. + iA
.

J 3 3 YJ)AB
3=1 j=1

f(z)dz = lirn (u.'.44Ax. - y.)+i lirn vx.+1.04Ay,),.AB1 '3 h--0 j=1

To define the numerical complex integral let us begin with an

observation. In regions where f(z) is analytic, the theorem of

Cauchy-Goursat (2, p. 111) assures us that there would be no error

in using a straight line segment rather than another arc to join z.
3-1

with z.. In regions containing singular points the path may still be

represented as a piecewise linear curve 1 if the area enclosed by

these straight line segments and the desired path contains no singular

points. In some cases it may be necessary to decrease the length of

Az. as the arc passes near a singular point.
3

With this piecewise linear path, (4) shows the real part of the

integral as the sum of the differences of two real subareas -- that is,

or

1 This does not mean that a piecewise linear path is necessary,
but rather it is sufficient and convenient.

5



and

(k) (k) . (k)where z. x. + y.
3

(1) (1) (m) (m)= V[x. ,y. ,x. ,y. ]
3 J 3 3 J

is a point on the straight line segment

In practical cases, a linear function is still used for F, and in

6

one area of ordinate u:* and base Ax. and the subtracted area of
3 3

ordinate v:14 and base Ay.. The imaginary part of the integral is
J 3

the sum of two subareas, one with u"::' as the ordinate and A. as
3 y3

the the
3 3

base. Therefore, a proper choice of u:1,' and v::< in each of these
3 J

two sums should give the correct value for the integral.

Again because of the difficulty in finding u'? and v?;( we
3

assume that

(1) (1)
u = u[x. ,y. ,x(.m),y(rn.)]

J J 3

joining zj-1 and z3. Now we define the numerical integral as

z.
3

(5) N c f(z)AzU= UAx.- VAy. + i(V. + Ay.)
J 3 3 3

zj-1

+=U(Ax.+iYA .) V(-Ay. + ix.)
3 J

U(Az.) +iV(Az.) = (U+iV) (Az.)

(1) (2) (m)F(z. ,z. , --,z. )Az..
J J



and

c+di
N f(z)Az

a+bi

then

z.

f(z)Az.

j=1 zj-1

where the path is a straight line between a+ bi and c +di broken

into n subintervals.

As in the real case, a linear function is often used for the ap-

proximating functions U and V. For example if

U(x. ,y. ,x.,y.) = (x3.-1+xj)/ 23-1 3-1 3 3

and if

= (yj 4' y)/2

7

fact the same linear function achieves the same degree of precision

in complex integration as it gave in real integration.

For convenience in writing and later for notational ease when

dealing with the Schwarz-Christoffel function, two symbolic defini-

tions of the numerical integral over some contour AB will be given

as follows:

n z.
3

N f(z)Az = f(z)Az.
AB

z j - 1

where the piecewise linear path AB is broken into n subintervals



U + iV = (x.1 + iy.3-1 )/2 + (x.+ ly.)/ 2 = (z.1 +z.)/ 2
3- J J j-

and the trapezoidal rule results,

(zi_i+zj)/2.

Similarly, we find that Simpson's Rule calls for

z. +z.
+F(z(.1),z(.2),z(.3)){f(z. ) 3

i

3] +f(z )}/6-
J 3 - 1 2

This may be continued for an integration method of any order and is

the complex extension of the real case.

The Formula for the Complex Truncation Error

We shall build upon the formula for the error in the real case

to derive a similar expression for the error in the complex case.

Theorem 1: Let the path of integration be the straight line segment

joining
3-1 J J J YJ

d of

2 21/2
length As. = (Ax. + Ay.) . Let f(z) be analytic in a region con-

taming the straight line segment Az.. Then the complex error
z. z,J.' J

= K fn+ 1(z ' ) (Az .)n+
2

E = S f(z)dz - N .1 f(z)z.
Jz. z.

3-1 3-1

where fn+1(z') represents fn+1(z) evaluated at z' = u'+ iv' where

u' = f(xl, y') and v' = g(x", y") for some x'+iyI and x"+iy"in the inter-

val Az..

8



(6)

To prove the theorem the following lemmas are needed.

Lemma 1. Assume f(z) analytic and 0 < m < n+1. Then

fn+1(z) = (-i)m an-rn+lu Duni + i(-i)m an-m+lv arnv
n-m+1

axn-m+1 aym ax ay

Proof: Let f(z) = u+ iv. Then since f(z) is analytic in the

interval, its derivatives of all orders are analytic (2, p. 122) in the

interval. Also

au . av_ av i auft(z) = - - ay

Formula (6) can be successively applied to compute all the deriva-

tives. For brevity, let

UmUn =
anu etc.nUx

= x yrn aynax ax

Then
2 .2 2 .2

f" (z) = ux +
ivx

= v v - iu u = -u - ivx y x y Y Y33 2 i
2 2 3 3

fm (z) = ux + iv= vv - iu u = -u u - v v = -v + iu
x x y x y x y x y Y Y

n+1(z)= (-i)mun-m+1 m . . m n-m+lm
f .u + i(-1) v vx

Q. E. D.

nLemma 2. Let vu be the thdirectional derivative of
cz

u = f(x,y) taken in the direction a from the positive x axis.

Let

n!
m - (n-m)! m!

9



Then

n n-m n-m m .u C u (cos a) u (sina)171
a Li 171 X

m=0

Proof: The directional derivatives of a real function in the

direction a are defined as (5, p. 110, P. 124)

1
u vU = ucos a + u sina ,

a a x

n-1
u = V Va a a

Successive applications of this definition and the binomial theorem

will yield the desired result.

Q. E. D.

Lemma 3. Let

Az = Ax + iAy

Then

Cn (.) m(A )11-m(AY)m= x
Li rn

m=0

Proof: The result follows immediately from the binomial

expansion of (a+b)n with a = Ax and b = iAy.

Q. E. D.

10



Theorem 1 can now be proved as follows:

In each interval by (4)

z.

j
f(z)dz = I7Ax. + i( VAx. + Ay.) + E .

z.

Since eacheach one of these four products may be taken as a numerical

integral of a real function over a real interval, the subtraction of the

two real errors associated with ..UAx. and VAy. will yield the
3

real part of the complex error. Similarly the addition of the two real

errors associated with VAx. and LTAy. will yield the imaginary

part of the complex error. The (n+ ost derivative of the function
n+must, however, be the directional derivative denoted by V

1

a

where a is the angle taken counter clockwise from the real axis.

Also in place of hn+ 2 the quantity (As.
n+ 2 times the projection

of As. in the respective x or y direction must be used. That

n+ 1
+is,the error for the real area UAx. is Kv u(As.n 2cos a

a

and the error for UY
4 . is K nVn+1u'(As.) +2 sin 4. The value u'

3

in both formulas is the same since the formulas differ only in their

projection factor.
1Then the complex error in each straight line interval is

11

1 For brevity the subscript j has been dropped, it being under-
stood that this is the error in one interval of the integration. Also
the primes on the u and v are not explicitly written. Thus it
must be understood that the directional derivative is taken some-
where in the interval for some u and some v.



(7) E K vn+ 1 u( )n+ 2cos n+ 1a - K '9'a v(As)n+ 2sin a
a

Ki( vn+ lv(As)n+2cos a + V n+ l n+2u(As)sina)
a a

Ax tyNoting that cos a = and sin a = and then grouping withAs As

respect to the directional derivatives,

(8) E K vn+ lu( A
n+ 1(Ax + i Ay) + K vn+ lv(As)n+ 1(-Ay + i6x).

a a

By lemma 2 equation (8) expands to

=K

n+ 1

(9) E = K Cn+ lun-m+lum(cos a )n-m+1(s in a
x

m= 0

K [

m=0

Application of lemma 1 and lemma 3 reduces (9) to

(10) E kfn+1( z,)( )n+2 Kfn+1(u, iv,) 6z) n+2

where u' = f(xl, yl) for some point x'+iy' in the interval and v!=g(xl;y")

for some point x"+iyn in the interval A z.
Q. E. D.

(As)n+lAz

n+ 1 n+ 1m n-m+ 1Cvvm (i) m
(Ax)11 -111 + 1 In(Ay)

12

n+ 1

K[ n+ lvn-m+ lvm (cos a )n-m+ 1(sin a )m] (A s )n+ 1(i Az )m x
m=0

n+ 1
n+ 1 m n-m+ 1um (i) m(Ax)n-m+ 1 (ay)C ] Az
m (-i) ux

m=0



13
If z'=ul + iv' can be determined, the real and imag-

inary parts of the error will be given exactly. In most cases, how-

ever, the value for z' is not known and only a positive upper bound

on each part may be found by taking

Br = max I Gt(Kfn+ 1(z)(Az)n+ 2)1

B. fn+ 1 (z)(Az)n+ 2)1

for the z in the interval that produces this maximum. It should be

noted that the value of z in the interval which produces the maxi-

mum for the real bound need not produce the maximum for the imag-

inary bound. With these values for Br and B., the following

three inequalities yield a bound on the error:

1Q-E I < Br

I 4E1 <B.

E I <I13 + iBj.

A Theorem on the Path of Least Error

At first glance it would seem that since the error is a direct

multiple of the number of intervals involved, the shorter the path the

smaller the numerical error for a fixed mesh length h. 1This,

1 h may be interpreted to mean IAz I



however, is not always true when f(z) contains singularities.

The following theorem shows that under certain conditions
1

a longer path may give a smaller numerical error.

Theorem 2. Let f(z) have a simple pole at z0 and thus

b1 (z-z0)2 (z-z0)3
f(z) = + a0+ a1(z-z0) + a2 2!

+
a3 3!

+z-z
0

LetSIf(z)dz be the desired integral where C is the con-
C

tour integral around the singularity z0.
0

Let the two paths of integration be the squares ABCD and

EFGH centered at the simple pole zo
as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

4 e

These conditions are sufficient but not necessary.

14



Let n be the order of the integration method used.

Let E1 be a positive real number such that

1(n+ 1)!1311

(Nr2E
1

2 I

an+1
+a n+2(Nr2 E 1) + an+3 2!6(Nr2Edn'-

and
E2

be a positive real number such that

1(n+1)!bil

6(2E2)n+2

2

(2E2)2
lan+1 + an+2 (2E2) + an+3 2! ' 1

Let the length of the sides of ABCD be 2 E , and the

length of the sides of EFGH be 4E, where E < min[max
E1 '

max Eal

Then

IEEFGHI < I EABCD I

for a fixed mesh length h such that E = mh, m = integer.

Proof:

(-1)n+1(n+1)!b (z-z0)2
n+1 1

(11) f (z) - +a +a (z-z )+ a
n+1 n+2 0 n+3 2!(z-zo)n+`

IEABCDI
min fn+1

'

(z)1 8E (h)n+2
h

15



Therefore,

Similarly

I EEFGH I

n+ 1Imaxf (

Since

On ABCD from the condition on E

(n+1):
b1iminfn+1(z)i >

(Nr2 E )n+ 2

>

(n+1)! b15I
(Nr2 E )n+

2

54-2 (n+1)! b1
I EABCD I 3 I 2 I

E ("T2 E)

(n+1)! b
I 16 E (h)n+17

6 (2E)n+2

(n+1)! b
7 1

3 I I

E(2E )n-1

5 Nr2 > 7,

I E > E
ABCD EFGH

for n > 1.

Q. E. D.

16E n+2
)1 I (h) 1

16

an+ +
an+ 2

(Nr2 E ) +
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The square paths were by no means necessary. Any regular

polygon with more than 4 sides centered at z0 will produce the

same results. In fact as the number of sides increases the
. n+ 1 n+1minf (z) approaches the maxf(z) and the restrictions

and E
2

may be relaxed somewhat. However, the purpose of
1

Theorem 2 is not to state any concrete results as to the optimum

path in general, but rather to assert that there is something to be

gained by avoiding the singularities.

Discussion of the Integral Path near Singularities

When singularities are involved the choice of an optimum path

depends upon the function and upon the terminal points. In some

cases it may be necessary to approach a singularity, as when an end-

point of the integral path is near such a singularity. Also,in some

cases it may not be possible to choose a convenient longer path with-

out enclosing some singularities between the desired path and the in-

tegrated path. For example, if z., j = 1, 2,3,4 are singularities

of some f(z) shown in Figure 2 and the desired integral path is

AB, a longer path, such as ACDB, would probably give less

numerical error but would no longer be the desired integral since the

singularity at z4 lies between the two paths. However, if the resi-

due at z4 can be computed, a correction of the integral is possible

by the residue theorem (3, p. 117).



Z plane

1 An excessively long path involves more computation and thus
more round-off error.

2 This is certainly true using closed type integration formulas. The
accuracy of open type formulas is still in question.

18

z2 Z3

Figure 2

If, however, z were not a singularity, the path ACDB would
4

probably give a higher degree of accuracy for the same integral. For

the computational work the author arbitrarily decided to use a path

which remained a distance of at least 2h from any singularity

if such a path were possible. This is not to say that 2h is

an optimum bound in general, but it seemed to be a very workable one.
1

It is apparent that numerical integration directly over or even

up to a singularity becomes quite inaccurate since no bound on.the error

exists in an interval containing a singularity. 2

Discussion of Error Cancellation

The integral from A to B and then from B back to A

along the same path will have a numerical value of zero if the mesh



Figure 3

For example, let the integral path be from A to B and suppose

fn+1( ) is constant where n is the order of the integration

method used (Figure 3). Then the numerical integral over the path

ACDB will be identical to that over the path AB if A z j is a

Z plane

1 --Here m is not the order of the integration method, but rather
2m = n+1 where n is the order.

19

lengths are the same going in both directions and the error is of the

form Kf2m(z' )(Az)2m+1 where m is a positive integer.1 This is true

because in any interval f2m(z1) is the same going either way and

(Az) 2m+1 = -(-Az) 2m+1. Therefore, the total accumulated error is

zero, and it follows that the numerical integral is equal to the definite

integral which is zero.

This cancellation phenomenon may also occur along two paral-

lel paths if f2m(zi) along one path is the same as f2m(&) along

the reverse parallel path. A simple example is the case inwhich

f2m(z) is a constant. In this case the error in each interval along

the parallel path in the reverse direction will cancel out the corres-

ponding error incurred in the first path.



constant and if CD is parallel to AB and AC is parallel to

DB.

For, since fn+1(z) is a constant, f(z) has no singu-

larities and the f(z)dz may be taken over any path. Further,
AB

any numerical error accumulated along AC will be cancelled by

a like negative error along DB.

Then since fn-I-1(z) is a constant the error along CD

must equal the error along AB. Therefore the two numerical inte-

grals are the same.

Because of this cancellation possibility IREal may be sig-

nificantly less than Ec where iq E I is the absolute
c .

value of the real part of the computed error in the

and IG( Ea I
is the real part of the actual error. Similarly,

El may be significantly less than

h.t

3 interval

This is

especially true for paths which turn an accumulated angle of more

than 1800.

Further, in general, Ec and
<OEc

are not known and

it is necessary to compute the error as

Imax
(lc fn+ 1(z )(i.,z)n+ 2)1 i tp(K fn+ 1(z )(z,z )n+2)1

These conditions are sufficient but not necessary.

20



and

gE < B
c r

An Example of Numerical Integration

A simple example will be carried out in some detail to famil-

iarize the reader with the process of integrating a complex function

numerically. Later, when dealing with the Schwarz-Christoffel

transformation, the function being integrated will be represented by

a function of t p+ iq. Therefore, this representation will be used

during the example and in all future discussions. The small letters

a,b,c,d will represent real constants while p and q will repre-

sent real variables.
s.c+di

The example of t2 dt will be done numerically as
0

< B. .

21

This is because the required value of z in each interval is usually

not known and the maximum of fn+1(z) for that interval must be

used. When this maximum is used there is no guarantee that the sub-

traction of the two maxima (if one is negative) will yield the required

difference. Therefore, in calculating the error usually only positive

upper bounds Br and B. may be found for which



follows: Let the path be the straight line from 0 to c+di. Then

c+diusing Simpson's Rule with At = and n = 2
2

c+di c+di Ltt`dt = N t2
' 3At+E=[f(0,0)+4f( 5-1)+f(c,d)] + E

2 2
0 0

2
[ 0 4( c

2 cdi 2_d2+ 2cd." (c+di)
4 4 2 6 +E

3 3.
2 2 d

= - cd +c di. - + E .
3 3

This agrees with the actual integral of

c+di 3 c+di3 3.cz = t2dt
0

=
[ t3 Jo - cd2 + c2di -

d
3 3

and so E = 0 which was expected since fiv(t) F.-= 0 .

Using the trapezoidal rule over the straight line path with

At - c+di
2

and n = 2

c+dic+di
t"dt = N,S1 t2At+E = 0)+ 2f(' 5.1)+f(c, d)] + E

2 2 2
0 0

2
d2 cdi 22 (c+di)= [0 + 2(-c--- -
4

+ )+c -d +2cdil 4 +E
4 2

2
3c 9cd2 9c2di 3d3i + E .

8 8 8 8

The formula for the error term for the trapezoidal rule is
(At)3-f"(V) in each interval for some t = t' in that interval.

12
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For this example,

f" (t) = 2 everywhere

3
(At)3 c+di c3 3cd2 3c2d1 d3i(-1

2 = T 8 8 8

Therefore

c
3 cd2 c 2di d3iE= +

24 8 8 24

which is the exact error. The fact that f" (t) 2 leads to this

exactness. If f"(t) were a variable over the interval in question,

the precise value of t needed would not in general be known and

only the upper bounds on the real and imaginary error could be found

as outlined in the previous section.

Illustrations of the Numerical Error in Functions of the Schwarz-
Christoffel Type

Although the concepts stated in the previous sections of this

chapter are general and refer to any analytic function with a finite

number of discontinuities, further discussion will deal mainly with

the type of function which occurs in the Schwarz-Christoffel trans-

formation. That is 1

23

The derivation of this function will be shown in Chapter 2.



n.

TT (t.-t) dt
-a.

A 3=1

where t. = some real constant for j = 1, 2,3,

a. = some real constant such that -1 < a. < 1,
3

A and B are complex constants,

n = some fixed positive integer.

This product function is limited in that all zeros and poles lie

on the real axis.

In order to investigate the error of the numerical integral

of this function its derivatives are needed. Since the algebra

involved in differentiating the product is lengthy but straightforward,

only the first and fourth derivatives will be written,

-a.
f(t) = 11 (t.-t)

j=1 3

Let

Then
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-a.
ft(t) = TT (t. -0 3

J=1 3

fiv(t) = TT (t. -tjl 3

(12)

+ 3 ak(tk-t
k=1

ak(tk-t) 1-

k=1

-t)-1

m=1

(tk-t

a (t -t)-2mm

m=1

a (t -t) -3
mm

n n n

+ 6 / ak(tk-t)- 1 a (t -0- 1, a (t -t)mm pp
k=1 m=1 p= 1

-2

t -t)-11 a (t -t)-1 a (t -t) ]
-1

mm pp qq
m=1 p=1 q=1

25

fiv(t) is the highest ordered derivative needed since no inte-

gration method of higher order than Simpson's Rule will be used.

The added length of computational time for the error in any higher

ordered method was an important reason for not using them.

In the comparisons and illustrations that follow this section,

three paths of integration as sketched in Figure 4 will be used unless

otherwise indicated.



Figure 4

The straight line path AB from t = a+bi to t = c+di.

t=c+di
That is f(t)dt = N f(t)At + E .

AB t=a+bi

The direct rectangular path ACB from t = a+bi to

t = a+di, and t = a+di to t = c+di .

t=a+di t=c+di
That is f(t)dt = N f(t)(itlq) + N f(t)(Ap) + E.

AB t=a+bi t=a+di

The indirect rectangular path ADEB from t = a+bi

t = a+d' i, then from t = a+d' i to t = c+d' i, and

finally from t = c+d' i to t = c+di.

26



tr=a+d'i t=c+di
That is f(t)dt = N f(t)(i.Aq) + N f(t)(Ap)

AB t=a+bi t=a+d'i

t=c+di
+ N -Lac') + E.

t=c+d'i

The constants a,b, c, d, d may be negative. The values of

Ap and Aq must then be chosen positive or negative so as to pro-

ceed in the proper direction.

27



(i) Illustration of Error Cancellation

1 A

Following are some of the computed values of N At
0

illustrating error cancellation. Of special interest is the large dif-

ference between the actual error and the computed error in the imag-

inary part for the indirect rectangular paths. The computed error

was calculated using the maximum in each interval of the absolute

value of each part. The integration was done by Simpson's Rule with

a mesh length of 0. 25.

The actual error was calculated as the difference between the

computed value and

28

c 1 6
t dt =

0
1/7 .

Computed value 0. 14534505 + 0. 00000000 i
(A) Actual error -0. 00248791 + 0. 00000000 i

Computed error 0. 00366210 + O. 00000000 i

Computed value 0. 14534503 + 0. 00000000 i
(B) Actual error -0. 00248789 + 0. 00000000 i

Computed error 0.06186358 + 0, 06099087 i

Computed value 0. 14534329 - 0.00000160 i
(C) Actual error -0. 00248615 + 0. 00000160 i

Computed error O. 25984864 + O. 37515138 i

= Straight line path
= Indirect rectangular path with d' ---- 2.
= Indirect rectangular path with d' = 4.



Following are some of the computed values of

illustrating the path of least error.

for the direct line path is completely erroneous. The integration

was done by Simpson's Rule with a mesh length of 0. 05.

The actual error was calculated as the difference between the
c 3+.1 dt

2
0 (1-t)

computed value and

(ii) Illustration of Path of Least Error

34-.1i
NC At

'0 (1-t)2
It should be noted that the integral

- 1.49875312 + 0. 02493765i

29

Computed value 3. 56386616 - 2. 47977351 i
(A) Actual error -5. 05261928 + 2.50471116 i

Computed error 225. 89096489 + 57. 35924796 i

Computed value -1. 25575930 + 0.02493767 i
(B) Actual error -0. 24299382 - 0. 00000002 i

Computed error 0.54196911 + O. 26135586 i

Computed value -1.49875399 + 0.02493766 i
(C) Actual error 0. 00000087 - 0. 00000001 i

Computed error 0. 00020967 + 0. 00010808 i

= Straight line path
Direct rectangular path

= Indirect rectangular path with d' = . 5 .



(iii) Illustration of Residue Calculation

3-tThe residue of f(t) at 1, where f(t) - (1-t)(5-t)

was calculated using the residue theorem and a path of

integration as described by the integrals with a mesh length

of 0.1.

1+1. 5 i 3-i -2i 0
f(t)dt = N f(t)At + N_c f(t)At + N f(t)At + N f(t)At+E

0 1+1. 5 i 3-i -2i

= 0.00000126 + 3.14159248i + E.

Since the path of integration was taken in a clockwise direc-

tion the residue theorem states

f(t)dt0: 00000126 + 3. 14159248 i + E.
-2Tr i

Since the actual residue obtainable by Cauchy's formula is -1/2

E - -O. 000000085 - 0. 00000063 i
Tr

0. 00000579 + 0.00000576 iThe computed error was
TT

30
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Some Computational Hazards

In computing the numerical values of complex functions,

especially if the function contains product terms such as

a. n a.
f(t) = TT (f.(t)) 3 = H (A.-0

J=1 J

where a. is a real constant and n is a positive integer, it is

usually necessary to convert each term into polar coordinates to

evaluate the product.

In polar form the above product becomes

n. i.O.

iTTr.e =TT r.(cos0.+ sine.) = (TT- r.)(cos 0. + i sin.
j=1 j=1 3 j=1 3

J

where

9/2
r. 2 A

t={[Gt(f.(t) ) + 1,4)(f.( ) ) 2}

1and

0 a . tan- 1

j=1-

-1 -q
aa.t n (

3 t.- p ).

O.)
3

j=1

In this polar form the computation of f(t) for any t is

relatively straightforward with the exception of the branch points

31

1 These formulas may be verified in most texts on complex variables.



a.
of (f.(t)) 3 when a,

3

-1 cg")) -1 0tan ( ) - tan ( --a )(f.(t))

where a is some positive real number; thus at these points

+O.= a.n. When integer it is essential to know if O.= a.n

.orO.= -a.n This is necessary because
3

n n

cos/ 0 +a.err cosk 3
1 Ok - aiTr

k=1 k=1

for k j and a. integer.
1

3

In these cases it must be determined if (fi(t)) approaches

0 from the positive or negative direction to compute the correct

value for f(t).

Further when a. is not an integer the principal value of O.

must be used at all points. The principal values of B. are suchthat

-n < 0. <n. For example, if

-1-1 1T 7TrO. = tan (-1),+ j 4 4

This is necessary since

cos(0.a.) cos [(0.+2nTr)a.]
J

integer. At these branch points

32

1 The same results hold also for the sin term.



when a integer.
3

The indeterminate form

although it occurs at all zeros and poles, since at these points

r. is zero or infinity depending upon whether a is positive or

negative.

-1 0tan (-0) poses no problem,
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CHAPTER 2

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THE SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL
TRANSFORMATION

Introduction

In two dimensional problems for which Laplace's equation is

assumed to hold, such as in the steady-state conduction of heat, elec-

trostatic potential and in the flow of an ideal liquid, it is sometimes

possible to use conformal mapping to transform a given problem into

one for which the solution is known or one whose solution can be found

more easily. This thesis will be concerned especially with the flow

of ideal liquids, although other problems might also be handled. We

will consider particularly the transformation of two-dimensional

flows over obstacles which can be handled by means of the Schwarz-

Christoffel transformation.

Let the complex potential for the motion of an ideal liquid be

(9, p. 149)

w(t) = +iLii

so that the velocity components can be determined from the velocity

potential (1)(p, q) and the streamlines from the stream function

4i(p, q). Then if the complex potential of a motion in the T plane is

known, its transformation by an analytic function z = f(t) will de-

fine the complex potential in the Z plane. Further the streamlines

34



correspond and the velocities at corresponding points are given by
dw dw dt
dz dt dz

Let flow in the Z plane take place over some boundary. Then

if this boundary can be transformed onto the real axis with the region

of the flow mapped onto the upper half of the T plane, the complex

potential of the flow in the T plane is easily written. This is true be-

cause the complex potential for flow in the upper half plane bounded by

the real axis is w =4:1)+. iLIJ=Vt where V is some real constant. Its

transformation will define the complex potential in the given region of

the Z plane.

Although the Riemann mapping theorem (10, p. 175) asserts

that any simply connected domain with more than one boundary point

can be mapped conformally onto any other such domain, the actual

transformation is rarely known. However, for the class of domains

which can be thought of as "polygons", the Schwarz-Christoffel trans-

formation may be used to map these "polygons" onto the upper half
2

plane. These "polygons" must be simply connected with no intersect-

ing sides.

The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation may be written in its

derivative form,
dz(13) -dt (ti-t)cilbr (t2-t)a2/' (tn-t)anITT

1 For details and proof see a text on hydrodynamics such as (9, p.158).
2 "Polygons" is used to include polygons which have vertices and
sides at infinity (5, p. 141).

35
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where t. = real constant j = 1, 2,

(14)

a. = real constant such that -Tr < a. < Tr,
J

K = complex constant.
1

Rewriting (13) in polar coordinates
a ,O.
33
iT

d.z
at

1(K e
j=1 rj

a.

= ( (t.-p)2 + (q)2)where
3/2

-1
O. = tan (

-q
t.- p ) .

Thus

dzarg-a- = argK +

= 1

Assume the range of t as the upper half plane. Then along

the real axis in the T plane

O. = 0 for t.-t = t.-p > 0,
3 3 3

O. = -.Tr for tt = t.-p < 0,

36

1 Perhaps more commonly the transformation is written with the

terms as (t-t.) 'MT instead of 3/1T. However, the results
3 3

remain the same.



S ince

-1l -qimtan ( ) = -Tr w phent.- < 0 .

q +0 pt.-

3

Therefore as t passes from left to right over the singu-
-a.

dzlarity t., the argdt changes abruptly by the angle = a.
Tr

Thus the boundary of the region in the Z plane corresponding to

the real axis of the T plane turns an angle of a. at the points
3

z = z. 1 t,
-

dzthe argdt remains constant and the real axis between t1 and

t. transforms to a straight line between. z. and z. on thej-1

boundary of the region. At all points of the T plane for which

q> 0, (13) is analytic, and hence the mapping is conformal.. A

point at infinity can be mapped into a corresponding point at infinity

by leaving the term out of the transformation (10, p. 192). In this
- a jiff

case if some t. = oo , the term (t.-O is not included in the
3

transformation.

Conditions and Assumptions

Consider a region of flow in the Z plane over a polygonal

boundary which has n angle changes and whose initial and terminal

sides are parallel as in.Figure 5. After application of the appropri-

ate transformation the problem is transformed to that of Figure 6.
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1 For further discussions see, for example, (2, p. 218) and (10, p.
189).



z 0

with the condition that

Figure 6

The more commonly used integral form of the Schwarz -Christoffel

transformation is

dt
(15) z = K " 1/TTa n/Tr

0 (t -t) (t 2-t) (tn-t)1

Z plane

0

T plane

-Tr < a . < Tr for j 1, 2, .
J

+ L

38

\a z
n

Figure 5

It is evident from a cons ide ration of (15) that the constants K, L and

t. (j= 1 , n) must be as signed or evaluated as an initial step in the solu-
J

tion of the problem. We proceed to a consideration of these constants.

tn
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The bounds on a. come from the general conditions of the
3

Schwarz-Christoffel transformation (10, P. 189) -- that is, the do-

main to be mapped must be a simply connected "polygon" whose sides

do not intersect, although self-contacts may occur.

This "polygon" may have infinite vertices and thus some

sides of the "polygon" may be considered to lie at infinity. For the

discussion at hand it will be assumed that the boundary has a point

which lies at - co . Let this point be assigned the corre-

sponding point at -oo in the T plane with the result that this term does

snotappear in (15). Then since three of the t.' maybe assigned arbitrar-
J

ily (10,p. 194) , it is permissible to as sign two other transform points ar-

bitrary values.

In order to facilitate a general discussion three conditions are

made.
The boundary line z z0 is assigned the negative x axis.

-co

t. > 0 and t. > t. for j 1,2, .

3 3 3- l

= 0.
j=1

The first condition allows the vanishing of the constant L.

This is done by letting t = 0 correspond to z = 0. This is one of

the arbitrarilyassignecl.points,but this term will not appear in (15) as

the angle a() is assumed zero.

The second condition allows an easy calculation of the
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magnification constant K and also provides that K is always real.

Let z = -M, where M is some arbitrary positive real

number. Then t = -Mt where Mt
is some positive real number

Trobtainedunder the transformation. For notational ease let a. = k.

where k. is a real number such that I < 1.
3 J

With these values, K
-M

C mt at
fl k.

j0 (t.-t) 3

j=1 3

Since all the terms under the integral are positive and real with the

upper limit of integration negative, all terms in the numerator and

denominator are negative. Therefore, K must be some real posi-

tive number.

In this way K is only a magnification constant and does not

introduce a rotation. In the general case the problem is simplified

by arbitrarily setting K 1 and solving for the n constants t.

instead of assuming a value for one of the constants t and then

jsolvingfor K and t.( m). This is equivalent to assignment

of the third arbitrary point.

It should also be noted that the first two conditions do nothing

to limit the generality of the boundary conditions, since these condi-

tions may be fulfilled in any region with linear boundary segments by

a pair of linear transformations with a rotation. Condition 2 is



needed further to insure that z = 0 is never an infinite singularity. 1

If z 0 were an infinite singular point, the numerical line integra-

tion could not be accomplished by any closed type integration formula

since the integrand of (15) is infinite at the lower limit.

The third condition a. = irk. = 0
3

implies that

j=1 j=1

the T plane has a source at - co and a sink at +oo or

vice versa. Chapter 4 will consider cases where this condition is

not fulfilled.

With condition three, and the fact that w = Vt, a general solu-

tion for the velocity is easily obtained, namely

since

(16) u-iv

dw
dt

and

dw dw/ dt
dz dz/ dt

k.
(t.-t)

j=1

1 dzA.n infinite singularity is defined as a point where = oo

and it occurs at any point of angle change for which a > 0. A.

=
dzzero singularity is defined as a point where 0 and it

I dt I

occurs at any point of angle change for which aj < 0. This is not
to be confused with the fact that the velocity is infinite at a zero
singularity and zero at an infinite singularity. The zero and infinite
in the context of this paper refer to the value of the expression to be
integrated.
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dz 1

dt n k.
(t.-t) 3

j=1 3

To evaluate the constant V, consider the point z = -M,

where M is a positive real number. Corresponding to this point

is the point t = -Mt such that

as -M -00 .

Then assuming the velocity at z = - 00 to be U equation
cc

(16) shows that

k.
U00 = lirn

!

I (t3.+ Mt) j

Mt--"D
3=1

Then
k. t. k.

Uoo = V lim { TT mti + ) j }
Mt

Mt-4-c° jz-1

kLi k.
i=1 t. 3

= V lim Mt lim [1+ -1- 1
Moo M jMt--"° t

k.

= V lim Mt

Mt- co
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If = 0 then V = U00.

43

If, however, k. 0 then V = 0 or V =oo , as

j=1
n

/k. is larger than or smaller than zero -- that is, the velocity
3

j=1

is everywhere zero if the last straight line extends upwards indefi-

nitely (positive slope), or infinite if the last line extends downward

indefinitely (negative slope). These cases become meaningless for

the fluid flow but are still valid for the conformal mapping parts of

the discussion.

Mechanics of Integration

In order to proceed to the evaluation of the constants t., a

snumberof items must be considered beforehand. The t.' will be

found by an iteration procedure. However in the determination of the

st.' it becomes necessary to evaluate certain improper integrals of

the type

m

dt
k.

0 TT (t.-t) 3

j=1



where 1 < m < n and k > 0. Evaluation of this

integral is made possible by a judicious choice of the

path.

In order to avoid singularities in the T plane, the indirect

rectangular path of integration is used as shown in Figure 7 where

d' is some positive constant. For computational work in this thesis

d' was chosen arbitrarily as the max [2h, dj . The reasons for

this were discussed in the error analysis of Chapter 1.

Figure 7

This will avoid the singular points when c +di t. as

shown in Figure 7. The path AB is the desired line integral. The

path ACDB is the path taken for computational ease when d< d' .

That is, z = zl + z2 + z3 where
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and

t=d' i iAqzi N

r.e

+ E
1t=0

I

j=1

ct=c+d'i

Z2
= + E2 '

Ap
i0,t=d'i

11 r.e
j=1 j

sit=c+di iAq
z3 = N + E3i0.t=c+d'i

I I r. e
. J
J=1

Procedure for Finding z at the Points Where the Integrand
Becomes Infinite

sAssumefor the present that the t,' are known and it is

desired to calculate z at t = t where t is an infinite sin-

gular point, which in Figure 5 could be the point z
or z2. These

points cannot be found by direct numerical integration because no

bound on the error exists when an interval contains an infinite singu-

larity. However, since the slope of each line is known, it is pos-

sible to calculate a point on each side of the singular point and com-

pute this singular point as the intersection of the two straight lines.

For example, in Figure 7 let the desired point be t2. Also let A

be an arbitrary positive real constant such that t1<t2-A<t2+A<t3 .

1 It should be noted that the denominator has been written in polar
coordinates in order to facilitate evaluation of the product.
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Then z2 canbe calculated for t2-A and z +A." can be calculated for t2 +A.
2

From the known slope of the line zizz and the point z2-A',

the equation for the line z1 z2
can be written. Also from the known

slope of z2z3 and the point z2+,A" the equation for z2z3 is

known and a direct calculation of the intersection will give the point

z2.

This method will fail only if two infinite singular points are

very near to each other. This can be seen from the discussion of

the error in Chapter 1 (equation 12). If t -t < 2h where tm m-1
and t are infinite singularities, then at least one of the terms inml
fn+1(t) will have a factor greater than (n-1)! km (h)

-(n+1) where

m' = m or m-1, thus allowing the bound on the error term

K fn+1(t)(h)n+ 2 when q= 0 to be of the order of Rh or larger. 1

In this case the numerical calculation of the point to one side of the

singularity may have an error larger than desired; a higher ordered

integration method helps very little. If the mesh length h cannot be

made any smaller in this region due to round-off error or loss of

significance, then the two points may sometimes be approximated

by a single point. This will make the "polygon" in the Z plane

have a single corner instead of a short side with two corners.

1 This is evident from consideration of the first sum in the deriva-
tives given in Chapter 1 equations (12).



Determination of the Constants t.
3

The constants t. may be defined by the following set of

simultaneous equations where z. and k. are given for

j= 1,2,,n.

Ctl dt

JO 112

k. - zlF,(t.-t) 3
j=1

(17)

).1tn dt -znk.
0 -r-r-H (t.-t)

i.1 3

It is evident that no closed form solution exists in general for

this system, and as (17) does not yield easily to the iteration method

in its present form, it will be rewritten as follows:
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or

(18)

.z.
3 3 -

dt
k. z 1

0 -r-r-H (t.-t)
j=i. 3

c 2 n
dt

k. +z1 = z2
11-(t.-t) 3

3

,ctn dt

.11 dt
ki

tm-1TT (t -t)
j=1 3

k. +z = zn-1 n
-n tl )

=H -zm m-11

for m = 1, 2, and to = o.

In this form the known right side of each equation is now a

real number and not complex as in system (17). (18) still allows the

values of z. to be determined recursively since the direction of

is known by the k.'s.

These equations still can not be solved in closed form.
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t.'s.

Let z(m) (m)
3 3-1

Let I z.z. I be the desired length of z.z.
J J-1 3 3-1

Then,

(0) (0) (0)Assume initial value for t. with t. >t . for
3- 1

m = 0.

(0) (0)Compute the lengths z. z. by (18) .
3 J-1

3 s.Compute the (m+1)st values of the t.' by the

formula

(m+1) (m+1) (m) (m)
max(

M(Iz.z. Hz
m)(m)z(m)I)t. = t(m) +(t. -t. 3 3-1 )

3 3 3-1 .z. , z.zrn) I )
3+1 j- 1

where M is a real positive constant such that M< 1.

The reason for the max( I z .z. 1, (m)
(m)Iz. z. is to

3 3-1 3 3-1

assure that the term in brackets never becomes smaller

than zero, thus preventing t. < t1. . (This term could
J J-

have been replaced byz. z.(m) (m)1 with the same
3 3-1

be the length of z.z. for the t(."'s.
3 3-1

49

However, a method which yields a solution although its validity has

not been established proceeds in the following manner.

Let the superscript m refer to the mth estimate of the



result, but the maximum was found to produce more

stability. ) This process for most cases seems to con-

verge the fastest for M 1, but occasionally produces

diverging oscillation. A smaller choice for M such as

. 6 to . 9 seems to work very well for the cases tried

even though convergence is slower.

Compute the lengths I z(.m+1)z(.m+1)11
-

J J-1

Increase m by one and repeat operation 3 until

I I z.z.
33 - z(.1n)z(.m)1 1 <

3 3-1 a desired tolerance.
(+ 1 (m+ 1)Note: The new tm). is computed using t.
J J- l

as a left reference. Therefore,these values must be

computed recursively from the left.

The above iteration method works very well. With M =1,

the relationships are assumed to be linear. This seems to be a good

approximation for most tranformations with the absolute value of k.

less than about one-half. (One example with eighteen angle changes

convergedto an accuracy of four decimal places in less than thirteen

iterations. )

Computation of Stream and Equipotential Lines

An application of the transformation as discussed in this chap-

ter can be made to the infinitely deep flow of an idealliquid.over a
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5 1

boundary as shown in Figure 5. When such a region is transformed onto

the upper half of the T plane, the complex potential function

W (1)+ i4i is known in the T plane and is w U t = U (p+iq).
oo co

The lines with q held constant are streamlines and the lines with

p held constant are equipotential lines.

StLet z = f(t)dt be the transformation and let
0

st=(m)Aqi
z0 , m = N f(t) 4t for m = 1 , 2, r .

t=0

Let

rt=(k) p+(mAqi
z z+N) f(t)6t for m = 1, 2,

k, m k-1,m t=(k- 1) Ap+ (m) Aqi and k = 1, 2,

Then this r X s matrix of points will form a grid in the Z plane

which when properly connected will yield the stream and equipoten-

tial lines. (See Appendix plates 1 to 5.)

For the numerical examples in the appendix some of the

streamlines were plotted directly on an x-y plotter connected to

the computer. The diamonds when connected give the equipotential

lines. However, for clarity of form the connecting lines are not

drawn.

Attention is called especially to Plate 1 and 2 and Table 1 of

the appendix. Some streamlines are indicated on both Plates 1 and 2
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and some equipotential lines are shown in Plate 2. The complexity of the

problem is demonstrated by the transformation required asshown at the

bottom of each plate.

The computation was done on an SDS 920 computer using

the fortran language carrying 11 digits of accuracy. The program

written allowed up to 20 angle changes using approximately 8000 words

of memory.

The plots were drawn on an x-y plotter connected to the

computer. Elements of the curves consist of horizontal and vertical

segments of 0.01 inch minimum for this plotter.

The running time for these plates including the determination

softhe t.' to a tolerance of . 0001 was approximately 45 min-
i

utes using Simpson's Rule for the integration with a mesh of approxi-

mately . 05.

Table 1 lists the data concerning Plate 2.



CHAPTER 3

CURVED CORNERS

Introduction

In Chapter 2 the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation is used

to map "polygons" onto the upper half plane. When a term of the

form
-k.

2(t.-t + X Ar[(t.--t)2 )
J 3 3

with proper conditions on X. and b. is substituted in place of

the term of the form

-k.
(t.-t)

3

in the Schwarz -Christoffel transformation, the boundary involved

turns gradually 1through the same angle k. Tr. Term (19) can be

thought of as a generalization of (20) since with X (19) reduces

to (20).

Let Figure 8 be that of some angle change along the boundary

in the Z plane which transforms to the real axis of the T plane

between t.-b. and t.+b..33 33
1 This gradual turn was implied in (14, p. 105).
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3 3

T plane
t.-b. t. t.+b.33 3 33

Figure 8
Let

-k.
dz 2 2

(21) .d7-= f(t) = TT )f.(t)= 11 (t.-t x.4[4.-t) -b. -

J=1 3 J=1 3
J J

where X. a non-negative real constant,

b. = a non-negative real constant,

k. = a real constant such that -1 < k. < 1,
3

and with the condition that

t. + b < t.-b. for j = 2, 3, ,n.j-1 3

Consider the interval

t.-b. <t < t.+b.3 3 3 3

for real t. The behavior of the square root term must be

Z plane
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2(ii) < t. -p < (b. + q2 ) 20. is in the third quadrant,
1/23 3

2(iii) 0 < p - t. < (b. + q2 20. is in the second quadrant,
12 2/2(iv) p - t. > (b. + q ) 20. is in the first quadrant .

H the values of 20. are defined to be positive in the first

and second quadrants, as is .usually done, then 0. moves from the

fourthto the first quadrant when t passes over t.
3

This gives
3

-1/1c.
t[f.( )] a discontinuity in its imaginary part at this point, and

dzin fact changes the direction of . Since a gradual turn throughdt

either a positive or a negative angle (depending upon k.) is desired,
3

it is necessary to take the values for 20. in the first and second
3

2quadrantsas 20,- Tr. This will give a negative argument for the

tradicalterm in f.( t) for all t in the upper half plane.
3

55

investigated to determine the arg f(t) within the assumed interval,

2N/Rt.-t)2-0 4(t.-p)2-2(t.-p)qi-q2-b] = r .ej
3 3

where

tan -1 -2(t3.-p)q(22) 0. )

(t.-p)2-q2-b.2)

Since the region of interest is the upper half of the T plane, q

is never negative. With q> 0

21/22
(1) t.-p > (b. + q ) > 0 20. is in the fourth quadrant,

1/2



aargf.(t)= -k.t n
3

2 - (t.-t)2]33 3

t.-t

tandas t increases from t.-b to t.+b, argf.( ) increases
3

(decreases if k. < 0) from 0 to k.ir. For t outside the inter-
3 3

val under consideration argfi(t) is a constant (0 to the left and

k.Tr to the right). Thus from the condition of (21) argfrAt) ( j)

is constant in the in the interval t.-b. < t < t. + b. .33 J

Therefore,

dz
arg dt L arg fm(t)

m=1

turns the gradual angle k.Tr as t passes from left to right through

the interval in question.

The Radius of Curvature of the Z Plane Boundary

Theorem 3: Let the transformation be given by (21).

56

Further, considering the limit as q the values for the

radical for real t in the interval t,-b. < t < t. + b. are negative33 3 3

imaginary: that is, the argument is -Tr/2. Therefore in this inter-

val

-k.
(23) tf.( ) = (t.-t - i X.. Ni[b. - (t.-t )2 ] ) 3

3 3 3

with the radical term always positive and real. Thus
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Let p = p (t) be the radius of curvature at any point along

the boundary in the Z plane for t on the real axis of the T

plane.

Then for t.-b. < t < t. + b.33 3 3

(A"- + X 44)f(t)
(24)

where

tCR= t.-

It=0= Nr[bj2 - (ti-t)2],

and I p = oo for all other real t where f' (t) exists.

Proof: The curvature K at a point is defined as

where 0 is the direction of the tangent at the point and s is the

arc length. p is defined as the inverse of the curvature. Of special

interest is the curvature of the line corresponding to the real axis in

the T plane. We recall that

dzarg = arg f(t).

and that ds is equal to I dz I . Therefore

dO
ds



Let

dE) dO
= ds dz1

dO dt
1K1 = 1d01 = 1 1 =

d(argf(t)) dt
dtdzdz dt dz I

Consider the interval t.-t < t < t.+b. for a fixed33
j = 1,2, ,n, and real values of t.

Then, by (23)

2 2 -kj
tf.( ) = ( (t.-t)-ik\r[b. -(t.-t) ] )

3 3 J 3

with the term under the radical always real and positive in this

interval. From (21)

argf(t) arg fm(t) .

11-1 =

Since the arg ) ( j) is constant,

dO d(a.rg_f(t))
dt dt

4-03 j2 (t -t) 2

= - .

td(argf.( ))

dt
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Then

-k. 2
(-N.)

daan ( ( X(-k.t 11.

dt dt - Z22 E

dt ' dtdO
d

\
CA+x 4

+k.X 2 ("\2 +k.X .bz.
J J since Q.2+,02 b2.

2+x 2 j2 ((:32+x 242a

Therefore,

for

IP =1iiT=
1 dz

dO dt
dt

t.-b. < t < t.+b. and j = 1, 2, ,n.
J J

For all points outside these intervals argf(t) is constant

and thus

de n

dt

and since

dz A

02
,1)(`'x +X42) f(t)

It should be observed that the radius of curvature is not de-

fined at the points 13=-(t.-t)2. At these points approaching from

outside the interval t.-b. < t < t.+b. p33 can be considered
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infinity, but approaching from inside the interval equation (24)

shows that 11 can be considered zero. This indicates a non-

existent derivative as will be shown in the next section.

Q. E. D.

Discussion

If X. 0, the expression for the radius of curvature reduces
2to I p = co except where qk

= O. Thus the corner is a sharp

turn as in the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation. Similarly if

b. = 0, theorem 3 indicates that !PI = 0O everywhere except

where (t.-t)2 = 0, and again the corner is a sharp turn as in the

Schwarz-Christoffel transformation.

T theX. in f.( ) of (21) allows for a change in the shape

of the curve. The lower bound on X. is used to ensure that the
3

total change is k.Tr and thus remains consistent with the polygon

type corners. X. could be made negative if the positive argument
3

of the radical were used. However, it seems more consistent to use

the negative argument as t.-t always has a negative argument in

the upper half plane. 1

60

1 Again it must be stressed that the same results will hold if the
order oft3 and t were interchanged. The author does not wish
to imply that this way is more convenient -- in fact it is probably
less convenient since the imaginary term for values in the upper
half plane are negative -- but rather it may be of some interest that
the d t.



But

Expression (21) in integral form is

t n
(25) f(t)dt = H f.(t)dt .

0

The numerical integration of (25) can be handled in the same manner

as the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation expressed in Chapter 2,
2equation (15), except at the points where (t.-t)2 = b. . At these

3

points although f(t) remains finite, fn+1(t) does not exist, and

the bound on the numerical error is unsatisfactory.

Let f(t) = f.(t) . Then
j=1 3

f°(t) =

In=

a
-at- frn(t)(I f.(t) )

fm(t)j=1 3

-k.-1
X.(t.-t)(-1)

a -k.
(t) = -k [f (t)] [ -1 +m m 2 2 I(t -t) -b.

2
tTherefore,fi(t) does not exist at (t.- )2 = b. . Further a little

investigation will show that fn+1(t) also does not exist at these

If the order of ti and t were interchanged the positive value of
the argument of the radical must be used to give consistent results.
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points, hence fixing no bound on the error in an interval containing

these points. The intersection method of computing the value in the

Z plane corresponding to these non-analytic points no longer holds

and it cannot be used here. In this case a point on each side of these

non-analytic points must be computed using the indirect rectangular

path, and then the curve between them approximated in some fashion.

For the examples in the appendix a straight line between these two

points was drawn on the x-y plotter. Due to the complexity of the

fourth derivative in the general case, no error calculations were pro-

grammed for the curved corners.

sTheiteration method used in Chapter 2 to compute the t.'

works in this case if at the same time a similar procedure is applied

t sothe b.' . That is, the straight line portions of the boundary are

extended and I

z3. - z3.- l
I is taken as the distance between two

successive intersections (Figure 9).

Figure 9



sThenmodify the t.° to give the desired length

smodifythe b.'s at the same time until b! approximates the

63

Iz z I. Also
j j-

3

desired distance. Unless the figure is symmetrical about the point

z., b! will not in general be the same as b!' for a given b..
J 3

This can be seen from the formula for the radius of curvature (24).

It is symmetrical only if f(t) is symmetrical about t. Therefore

not every type of curved corner has a transformation by this method.

For example, a symmetrical curve could not be introduced in the

boundary of a region not symmetrical about this corner. Hence,in

general b, bt , or their average may be considered to be the

controlling limit for b., whichever the user desires.

The value for X. is very difficult to compute. Usually it

must be assigned some assumed value. A smaller X. tends to

increase the radius of curvature at the endpoints of the curve and

decrease it in the middle, thus giving the effect of a sharper bend.

In fact, as already shown,with X. ,0 the curved corner degenerates

into a polygon. A larger value for X. tends to decrease the radius

of curvature at the endpoints and increase it in the middle, thus

giving the effect of two corners. Plate 3 of the appendix has some

examples for diffezent values of V.



CHAPTER 4

FLOW BETWEEN TWO FIXED BOUNDARIES

Introduction

Chapters 2 and 3 were concerned with flow over certain types

of irregular boundaries. In these cases the transformation mapped

the region of flow onto the upper half plane with the complex potential

of the image region given by w = Vt. For the present consider the

transformation of flow through two fixed boundaries with an arbitrary

finite number of angle changes in both the top and bottom 1boundary

portions as in Figure 10.

For this case the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation (15)

and its derivative form (13) remain valid if A and Boo are
oo

considered a vertex at infinity, thus mapping into the point ts by

the term (ts-t)-1 . All of the other points of angle change remain

as before with the top boundary angle change considered from right to

left instead of left to right as is the case on the bottom boundary --

for example, zn is a positive angle change.

Since the Z plane has a sink at A B (if flow is con-
0000

sidered from left to right), the T plane must also have a sink at

64

1 Top and bottom are used for reference convenience but may also
be considered as sides.



and

to ti t2

Figure 10

ts. Hence, in the T plane (9, p. 201)

w m log (t-ts),

dw
dt t-ts

U00 H

The strength m of the sink is since it must take
Tr

in the volume U H per unit time over an angle of Tr (9, p. 276).
oo

In Chapter 2, K was assumed equal to one. For the pres-

ent transformation this is not possible although L can be assigned

zero as before by letting t = 0 correspond to z = 0. To solve

for K consider the derivative form of the transformation (13)

T plane

A

tn-2tn-1 tn
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-k.
dz K Tr (t.-t) 3 with ks 1, 1 < s < n .
dt

3

Isolating the term (tct) and observing that the velocity at z_00

is assumed equal to U we note that

dw dt
U00 = lim dt d.z

-co

U00H(t-t) n k.
lim (t.-t) 3 (jTr(t-t ) K t7.- -co j=1 3

If the boundary C-cozn is parallel to D z then-coo '

k. (j s) = 0

j=1

n. k.
and the Urn Tr(t.-t) (j s) = 1 as in Chapter Z.

00 -7- 1 j

Therefore,
K -H

TT

Hence, K is determined by the height at z_ and is not depend-

ent upon the boundary configuration in the Z plane.
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Streamlines and Equipotential Lines

The complex potential in the T plane is

w = in log(t-ts) mr + im 0 .

Therefore,

= mtan-1 q

p-ts
so that

(26) q = (tank)m (p-t ).
S

To calculate the streamlines LP = C, where C is some non-

negative constant such that 0 < C < mTr, it is necessary to vary

p over the range desired and compute q at each point needed by

(26). However, q can never be negative; thus the streamlines

for (p-t) < 0 must be those with -Tr < < Tr .
2 m

Hence, the numerical integration of the streamlines involves

no difficult problems and may be done in a manner similar to those

described in Chapter 2. However, when qi is near q

becomes large and the numerical integration may necessitate a large

amount of computation.

The equipotential lines are

itp = mq[(p-t)2 + q2]
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and a similar procedure must be used for constant (I).

Computation of the Constants t.

The iteration method described in Chapter 2 to compute the

st.' also works here in simple examples. However, the fixed nature

of K prevents the numerical solution for the more general prob-

lems of this type. As before in order to increase the length z.z.
J J-1

for j < s, the range of integration oft.t.
N 3f(t)dt = N 3

At
k.t. t. 3

3-1 ,_1 (t t)

must be increased. As t.-t. is made larger, t is also in-
3 3-1 s

creased by this amount, and f(t) between these two limits be-

comes smaller since now (t -t)for t in the interval t.t.
s 3 3-1

becomes larger in the denominator of f(t). Thus for most cases

the computed values of t. become quite large and the numerical

integration is not only slow but may involve considerable accumulated

error. In the previous chapters, although K was arbitrarily as-

signed the value one, if the values of t. became too large for con-

venient computation, K could be assigned a larger value with the

sresultthat the t.' would be decreased accordingly. This is

no longer possible.
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Since the vertex associated with ts lies at infinity, it cannot

be computed. Therefore, a point to either side of this singularity

must be computed by the indirect rectangular methodtofindthe equa-

tions for the straight lines assumed to extend to infinity. Also at

least one point on the top boundary must be computed directly to find

its relation with the bottom boundary. Other than this the same

iteration method works except that it converges much more slowly.

This is because f(t) decreases rapidly as the distance between t.
3

and ts increases. Thus a fixed increase in ti-ti _l produces a

much smaller increase in z.-z. than the same increase produced
3 3-1

in Chapter 2. A larger value of M may help, but it is very diffi-

cult to determine what this value might be and still avoid oscillations.

The flow between two fixed boundaries was analyzed using the

polygon type corners. However the curved corners may be intro-

duced exactly as in Chapter 3 with the exception that for the term

associated with the sink at infinity
Xs

must be set equal to zero.

Plate 4 shows an example of this type of boundary.



CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This thesis was concerned with the complex numerical inte-

gration of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation to solve for poten-

tial flow in some regions. This numerical integration for examples

of the transformations involved in Chapters 2 and 3 produced very

satisfactory results. However, the results of examples of the type

discussed in Chapter 4 were not as rewarding due to the limited num-

ber that could be done without excessive computation.

These cases of potential flow by no means exhaust the list of

problems that canbe done by numerical integration. For example,

sinks and sources could be put in a finite number of locations on the

boundaries of flow. However, this produces a more complicated

complex potential in the image region and consequently the stream-

line computation in the Z plane becomes more difficult. Also it

is the author's opinion that flow with a free surface may be done by

complex numerical integration. The free surface streamline can be

found by a relaxation method, but it is unclear how the intermediate

streamlines may be calculated.

Further, numerical integration can be used for problems

other than the Schwarz-Christoffel transformationsuch as the

70
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calculation of residues, and the calculation of point derivatives of

analytic function by means of Cauchy's integral formula (2, p. 120).

In fact, the complex numerical integration of any analytic function,

for which the computer available can do the calculations in a required

time with a satisfactory numerical error, may be done,
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dz (1.566-t).7(2.843-t) 6(4.209-t).5(5.583-t).2
dt

(0.555-W35(2.242-W65(3.549-W55(4.96-0.45

Plate 1



----------

Plate 2

MI111111111

dz (1.455-t) 11/2(3.067-t)1/3 (5.034-t)/2
dt

(0.552-t)
1/

-3(2.265-t)Y2(5.753-0Y2



Z plane points and velocities of preceding plot

Table 1 76

1.455 2.264 4.500 5.753

1.493 X# 2.264 X# 3.357 X# 4.195
(.891 Y# (.747 Y# 1.797 Y# 5.579
2.494
0.672

U#
V#

0.488
0.129

U# 1.658
v#-r.ro4

U# 0.3a5
V# -r''.273

1.481 X# 2.222 X# 3.357 X# 4.322
(.93C
1.79(

Y#
(Pt

0.907
0.679

Y# 1.353
U# 1.624

Y# 5.734
U# 5.4E5

0.482 V# 0.177 V#-0.009 V#-.349

1.465 X# 2.189 X# 3.358 X# 4.410
0.994 Yt 1.532 Y# 1.414 Y# 0.867
1.496 U# 5.811 U# 2.623 U# (.583
(.404 V# 0.208 V #-0.014

1.448 X# 2.162 X# 3.358 X# 4.281
1.(6r Y# 1.142 Y# 1.276 Y# ( .977
1.336 U# 0.905 U# 1.595 U# (.679
V.358 V# 0.227 V#-0.017 V#- .3t7

1.428 X# 2.137 X# 3.359 X# 4.539
1.133 Y# 1.247 Y# 1.539 Yt 1.586
1.239 U# 0.974 U# 1.564 U# (.755
(.327 V# 0.238 V#-0.(21 V#-.380

1.408
1.210

X#
Y#

2.114
1.336

X# 3.360
Y# 1.604

X# 4.568
Y# 1.189

1.176 U# 1.523 1.53 Ut 0.818
0.3!7,k V# (.243 V#-.364

1.387 X# 2.693 X# 3.361 X# 4.635
1.292 Y# 1.427 Y# 1.67 Y# 2.295
1.135 U# 1.(58 U# 1.496 U# (.868
0.285

1.366

V#

X#

0.247,

2.073

V#-(.025

X# 3.362

V#-.344

X# 4.567
1.375 Y# 1.516 Y# 1.738 Y# 1.3E9
1.108 U# 1.(82 Ut 1.462 U# 0.907
0.269 V# 5.238 V#-0.27 V#-5.322

0.552.

X# 0.856 X#
0.100 Y# 0.259 Y#

U# 0.447 U#
V# 0.235 V#

X# 0.778 X#
0.200 Y# 0.416 Y#

U # 0.571 U#
V# 0.271 V#

X# 0.717 X#
0.300 Y# 0.551 Y#

u# 0.657 U#
V# 0.282 V#

X# 0.666 X#
0.400 )'IT 5.675 Y#

U# 0.722 Ut
V# 5.281 V#

X# 0.622 X#
0.500 Y# 0.792 Y#

U# 0.774 U#
V# 0.273 V#

X# 0.584 x#
0.600 Y# 0.905 Y#

U# 0.814 U#
V# 0.262 V#

X# 0.550 X#
0.700 Y# 1.015 Y#

Ulf 0.846 U#
V# 0.250 V#

X# 0.520 X#
Y# 1.123 Y#
U# 0.872 U#
VO 0.237 V#

U#
V#-0.023

0.800
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zST-FT

k1=k2=1/2

k3=k4=1/4

bl=b4=.1

b2=b3=.4

lambdas =4.

k1=k2=1/2

k3=k4=1/4
b=b=.1

b2=b3=.4
lambdas =1.

k1=k2=1/2

k3=k4=1A

bi=b4=.1

b2=b3=.4

lambdas=.2

Plate 3
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-........__,
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dz (2.486-t)12(4.485-t+((4.485-t)2-(.55)2)Y
dt 1/2 2 2 yP/2

(1.165-t) (3.51-t) (5.629-t+((5.629-t) -(.2) ) )

The segments lengths on this plot are .9 instead of the usual 1.

Plate 4
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Plate 5

dz (.58-t)Y2(1.548-t) (2.025-t+((2.025-t)2-(.05)2)Y2h2.2-t+2((2.2-t) 2-(.05)2 Y2 1/)2 )(2.798-014
dt 2,Y2a2(.2-t+.5((.2-t)2-(.05) ) ) (2.091-t)Y2(2.105-(2.118-t)Y2



Z plane points and velocities of preceding plot

Table 2
8o

ci
0.350 2.025 2.091 2.118 2.200

X4 0.996 X# 2.687 X4 3.042 X4 4.043' X4 3.865
0.005 Y4 0.748 Y# 0.305 Y4-0.421 Y4-0.038 Y4 0.656

U4 0.013 U# 0.094 U4 0.018 U# 0.004 U4 0.021
V# 0.474 V#-0.191 V#-0,013 V# 0.023 V# 0,364

X4 0.944 X4 2.785 X# 3.737 X4 3.586 X# 3.795
0.030 )4

U#
V4

0.753
0.079
0.470

Y4 0.376
U# 0.142
V4-0.146

Y4 0.099
U lt 0.075
V #-0.007

Y# 0.214
U4 0.059
V4 0.054

Y#
U#
V#

0.671
0.109
0.308

0.055
X4
Y4

0.893
0.765

X#
Y4

9.859
0.469

X# 3.242
Y4 0.348

X# 3.449
Y4 0.406

X4
Y4

7.725
0.767

U#
VW

0.143
0.462

U# 0.183
V #-0.114

U4 0.129
V# o.ro5

U4 0.116
V# 0.064

U4
V4

0.270
0.260

X# 0.809 X# 2.936 X# 3.221 X4 3.348 X# 3.E19
0.100 " 0.801 Y# 0.6145 Y4 0.615 Y4 0.642 Y4 0.804

U4 0.243 U# 0.245 U4 0.211 U4 0.207 U4 0.246
V; 0.438 V#-Ø .073 V# 0.022 V# 0.069 V4 0.203

x# 0.602 X# 2.995 X# 3.165 X4 3.236 X4 3.436
.250 y# 0.993 Y# 1.104 Y# 1.112 Y# 1.121 Y4 1.171

U#
V#

0.442
0.326

U# 0.393
V#-0.009

U* 0.382
v#

U4 0.381
V4 0.064

U4
V4

0.394
0.327

X4 0.468 X# 2.991 X# 3.128 X4 3.186 X# 3.354
0.400 Y# 3.224 Y4 1.447 Y4 1.457 Y# 1.4E4 Y4 1.492

U# 0.517 U# 0.478 U4 0.472 U4 0.472 U* 0.478
V# 0.239 V# 0.020 V4 0.049 V4 0.061 V# 0.098

X# 0.373 X# 2.974 X4 3.097 X# 3.150 X# 3.302
0.550 Y# 1.4E8 Y# 1.743 Ne# 1.753 Y# 1.759 Nit 1.780

U# 0.547 U# 0.529. U4 0.526 U4 0.525 U# 0.528
V4 0.184 V4 0.036 V4 0.053 V# 0.0E1 V# 0.083

X# 0.299 X# 2,953 X# 3.069 X# 3.119 X# 3.263
0.700 Y4 1.716 Y# 2.016 Y# 2.027 Y4 2.032 y# 2.049

U4 0.561 U# 0.560 U4 0.558 U4 0.558 U# 0.559
0.147 V# 0.046 V# 0.056 V# 0.061 V4 0.074




